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Over the past 150 years of neuroscientific research, the field has undergone a
tremendous evolution. Starting out with lesion-based inference of brain function,
functional neuroimaging, introduced in the late 1980s, and increasingly fine-grained and
sophisticated methods and analyses now allow us to study the live neural correlates
of complex behaviors in individuals and multiple agents simultaneously. Classically,
brain-behavior coupling has been studied as an association of a specific area in
the brain and a certain behavioral outcome. This has been a crucial first step in
understanding brain organization. Social cognitive processes, as well as their neural
correlates, have typically been regarded and studied as isolated functions and blobs
of neural activation. However, as our understanding of the social brain as an inherently
dynamic organ grows, research in the field of social neuroscience is slowly undergoing
the necessary evolution from studying individual elements to how these elements
interact and their embedding within the overall brain architecture. In this article, we
review recent studies that investigate the neural representation of social cognition as
interacting, complex, and flexible networks. We discuss studies that identify individual
brain networks associated with social affect and cognition, interaction of these networks,
and their relevance for disorders of social affect and cognition. This perspective on social
cognitive neuroscience can highlight how a more fine-grained understanding of complex
network (re-)configurations could improve our understanding of social cognitive deficits
in mental disorders such as autism spectrum disorder and schizophrenia, thereby
providing new impulses for methods of interventions.
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THE MODULAR SOCIAL BRAIN

We live in a social world requiring constant behavioral adaptation to changing socio-environmental
demands. Socio-affective and -cognitive functions have been distinguished as crucial for coping
with these demands and appropriately updating behavior in social situations. Our understanding
of how these processes are represented in the brain has evolved quite substantially. In the 19th
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century, researchers relied on lesion-based approaches to infer
the coupling of brain areas and behavior [a prominent example
is that of Phineas Gage, a railroad worker that received extensive
damage to parts of the frontal lobe after a workplace accident, and
showed pronounced personality changes, (1)]. The development
of increasingly sophisticated methods of non-invasive functional
neuroimaging starting from the end of the last century on allowed
researchers to arrive at studying the online coupling of social
processes and neural activation at certain areas of interest.

The past two decades have yielded somewhat of a consensus
regarding the brain areas associated with socio-affective and
-cognitive functions (2). These social processes and the
associated neural activations have classically been investigated as
isolated functions and related neural networks. The underlying
assumption has been that specialized “social brain regions” can
be identified, potentially leading to an atlas of specific brain
regions associated with social processes. A strength of this first
wave of social neuroscience viewing social affect and cognition
as separate and modular is that it allowed researchers to identify
“core elements” guiding behavior in social situations, such as
empathy [the affective representation of another’s emotions, (3)]
and Theory of Mind [ToM, the cognitive representation of others’
mental states, (4)].

A large body of work has investigated the association of
individual areas (such as the insula, temporoparietal junction,
TPJ) with these socio-affective and -cognitive processes. While
it has been crucial to build a base of understanding related
to social affect and cognition as individual processes, it is
becoming clearer that this does not seem to be the whole
story. In naturalistic social interactions, we are confronted
with a multitude of social and non-social information, which
must be processed simultaneously to react appropriately [e.g.,
(5)]. Investigating pieces of social information processing in
isolation, but also brain activation related to only one aspect of
social information processing, appears to be too simplistic to
understand actual social behavior. At the neural level, knowledge
about the functional profiles of an individual area is the
cornerstone on which to build on, however, understanding how
an area is embedded within the overall brain architecture and
how it is communicating with other areas of the brain can bring
about another level of understanding [see (6) for an account
of connectivity-based valence-specificity of the anterior insula].
Note that for reasons of simplicity, in the following we will
refer to the neural representation of social affect and cognition,
and the underlying neural networks [see e.g., (2, 7–10)], as “the
social brain.” However, we want to stress that this is merely
a simplification for illustrative purposes; we believe that the
actual neural representation of social affective and cognitive
processing requires an intricate pattern of interactions among
components of the entire brain. Figure 1 gives an illustrative
overview of regions previously associated with socio-affective and
-cognitive processes.

A bit like moving from inspecting only a snippet of a painting
to stepping back and observing it in its entirety, there is a
chance to better understand and predict social behavior by
considering the inherently interconnected, dynamic nature of
information processing in the brain. Recent advances in the field

of connectomics and network neuroscience – studying the brain
in terms of a comprehensive map (11) – make methods that allow
for a more holistic view of the brain accessible to a wider scientific
community. In the following, we are employing ideas from the
field of connectomics to describe interactions among modular
brain networks associated with social affect and cognition [for
a comprehensive introduction to the field of connectomics, see
e.g., (11, 12)]. We want to highlight the added value of employing
these ideas and methodology which allows to describe neural
representation of social affect and cognition in terms of their
network organization, especially for the field of (clinical) social
cognitive neuroscience.

THE CONNECTED SOCIAL BRAIN

The aim of the current review is to outline recent, promising
avenues to describing the social brain at the network level, and
how these networks interact in complex social situations.

Network Organization of the Social Brain
Alcalá-López et al. (13) describe the social brain across a
wide range of different (social and non-social) behavioral
domains and experimental setups. The authors identified key
social cognition hubs from the neuroimaging literature, and
investigated neural networks associated with these hubs using
meta-analytic connectivity modeling (MACM) and resting-state
functional connectivity mapping. Furthermore, they performed
hierarchical clustering and functional decoding of their identified
networks to describe commonalities of the observed networks, as
well as compare their results with a wide range of topics from
neuroimaging research. We want to highlight two findings from
their extensive analysis: (a) the authors identified a hierarchical
organization of the social brain’s functional connectivity profiles
into four dimensions (visual-sensory, limbic, intermediate-, and
higher-level seeds). The authors observed considerable cross-
network interactions for intermediate-level seeds, while the
higher-level seeds displayed mostly connections within their
respective network. Furthermore, the authors found (b) no one-
to-one mapping for a seed region onto only one behavioral and
experimental domain. In fact, the authors showed that activation
in each seed region corresponded to a wide range of social and
non-social topics, suggesting that the notion of specialized “social
brain regions” is too simplistic [with possible exceptions like the
fusiform face area, (14)].

In a similar vein, we performed a meta-analysis and
hierarchical clustering analysis across empathy and ToM task
groups (2). We observed a tripartite hierarchical organization of
the networks associated with empathy and ToM tasks: neural
activation of the task clusters typically associated with empathy
and ToM corresponded well with previously described neural
empathy and ToM networks [e.g., (9, 15)]. Interestingly, we
also observed a third task cluster: this cluster was comprised of
more complex social tasks including both affective and cognitive
stimulus elements (e.g., inferring a character’s next actions based
on their mental or emotional state). The neural activation
pattern associated with this cluster showed activation in regions
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FIGURE 1 | Networks of the social brain. Schematic overview of activation in regions that have previously been associated with social affect (red) and social
cognition (blue) [for an overview, see e.g., (7–10)]. Image generated using biorender (www.biorender.com).

previously associated with empathy and ToM [see also (16)],
networks previously described as independent [e.g., (17–19)].

While these studies only represent a small excerpt from
the field of social affect and cognition, they summarize
important new developments, showing how a more network-
based perspective on social cognitive neuroscience can give
new insights into the underlying neural architecture, but also
the processes themselves [similar to other research areas, like
intelligence, e.g., (20), or working memory, e.g., (21)].

Interaction Between Networks of the
Social Brain
Previous research has found substantial overlap between
networks of social affect and cognition and selected canonical
resting-state networks of the brain, which might enable closely
related or compatible cognitive functions (22). A prime example
for this is the overlap of the default mode network (DMN)
with areas typically associated with ToM. The DMN is
assumed to mediate self-generated cognition decoupled from
the surrounding environment (23), which might be compatible
with certain processes engaged during mental state reasoning.
Recently, we systematically investigated the overlap of basic
networks of the brain and social affect and cognition networks
(24). We computed an overlap of canonical resting-state
networks of the brain (25) with meta-analytically derived
network maps associated with different social affect and cognition
tasks. While ToM tasks primarily overlapped with the DMN [an
interesting exception being the Reading the Mind in the Eyes
task, see also (2)], overlap for complex social and empathy tasks
was more heterogeneous: classical empathy tasks showed largest
overlap with the ventral attention network (VAN), however there
was also sizable overlap with other higher-level cognitive (e.g.,

frontoparietal network, FPN) and lower-sensory networks (e.g.,
visual network), pointing to increased cross-network interaction.

Having established that these seemingly independent neural
networks do in fact interact, the next question might be how
these networks interact. Studies of directed connectivity allow
us to investigate how activity in one region causally influences
activity in another region (26). A handful of studies investigated
directed connectivity between regions of different canonical
resting-state networks related to social cognition. Kanske et al.
(18) found an inhibitory relationship from the insula (located
in the FPN) onto the TPJ (located in the DMN) mediated by
emotional content in a naturalistic social cognitive paradigm.
Activity in the insula seemed to downregulate activity in the
TPJ when participants viewed emotionally negative videos, which
went along with impaired performance on an associated ToM-
measure. The authors argue that this might be due to the
emotional content of the video being more salient and requiring
the most immediate response. Similarly, Regenbogen et al. (27)
observed up-regulatory effects of a visual network onto a DMN
region in the same experimental condition. In contrast, Schuwerk
et al. (28) observed reciprocal down-regulation of DMN- and
VAN-related regions for a false belief video task in conditions
wherein a demonstrator and participant’s belief are incongruent.
As a last example, social cues in an attentional re-orienting
task (29) were associated with up-regulation of a VAN- onto a
DMN-related region.

The interaction and reconfiguration of brain region
interactions is rather complex and seems largely context-
dependent [for a review, see (30)]. Rich, naturalistic social
situations present us with a plethora of different cognitive and
affective information, which must be processed simultaneously
(31, 32). To react appropriately, certain information must be
integrated while other information must be blocked out (33,
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34). The notion of network integration, that is, the interaction
of modular sub-components of different networks, has been
associated with tasks that require more effortful and controlled
processing (35), including more complex social tasks (36).
Network integration might be a relevant mechanism, especially
for complex and naturalistic social tasks, as it provides a means
of integrating different mechanisms across unique behavioral
domains (30).

Malleability of the Connected Social
Brain
Measures of network interaction cannot only be contextually
reconfigured (30), but also altered by interventions or training.
In one such study, Valk et al. (37) investigated reorganization
in networks relevant to attention, socio-affective, and socio-
cognitive processing after intensive 9-month meditation
training, that did indeed improve behavioral measures of the
respective functions (38). Using gradient-based approaches
to measure network integration, Valk et al. (37) could show
that training in different meditation practices went along with
differential patterns of network reorganization. After socio-
cognitive meditation training, the authors observed increased
functional integration of regions in the DMN, FPN, and dorsal
attention network (DAN). Furthermore, the organization of
task-based neural networks associated with attention and social
cognition became more similar to other networks within the
overall connectome after socio-cognitive meditation training.
Alterations in network organization after socio-affective
meditation training resulted in increased network integration
of areas of the VAN with the DMN, FPN, and DAN along the
hierarchical organization of the first gradient. These changes
in large-scale network organization could furthermore predict
changes in behavioral ToM and compassion measures.

Taken together, these data can greatly enhance our
understanding of (a) how the brain represents social affect
and cognition, (b) the nature of social affect and cognition,
and how they relate to one another, (c) the context-dependency
of how the brain represents social affect and cognition, and
(d) the flexibility, adaptability, and malleability of how the
brain represents social affect and cognition. Just like social
encounters in real-life interactions, the relationship between
social affect and cognition, and their representation in the brain,
is marked by a complex, interconnected pattern of excitatory and
inhibitory connections.

THE DISCONNECTED SOCIAL BRAIN

If we understand the organization of social processes in the brain
in terms networks and argue that their interaction underlies
successful social interactions, we should also be able to use
this network-based perspective to enhance our understanding of
failures and disorders of social cognition.

A growing body of research has investigated alterations of
brain network organization in different neurological and mental
disorders (39–41). Evidence suggests that brain structural and
functional alterations associated with neurological and mental

disorders are more likely to be located in densely interconnected
regions of the brain (42) and at white matter pathways relevant
for cross-network interaction and global communication (43). In
the following, we want to pinpoint relevant studies discussing
network-based alterations in subgroups of mental disorders
that might shed light on disorder-specific and more general
pathophysiological neural or behavioral dysfunctions.

Patients with bipolar disorder (BD) have been found to
show altered socio-cognitive and emotional processing and
perception (44), which has furthermore been associated with
altered functioning in a central-limbic network and decreased
activity in dorsal brain areas (45, 46). Recently, Roberts et al. (47)
found decreased structural connectivity in networks centered on
the inferior frontal gyrus and left insular cortex in youths at
high risk for developing BD, as well as increased connectivity
in the limbic network. These regions have been shown to be
implicated in altered neural functioning in individuals with BD
(48) and are also core regions associated with socio-affective
and -cognitive functioning (2). A recent study associated altered
functional connectivity with socio-cognitive task performance
in participants with BD and schizophrenia (49). Here, the
authors compared network connectivity between patients with
BD, schizophrenia, and healthy controls, and related network
connectivity to measures of social affect and cognition. Altered
network connectivity was observed in networks related to visual
processing in BD and schizophrenia, which was associated with
differential performance in socio-cognitive tasks in both patient
groups. The authors argue that compensatory mechanisms might
cushion behavioral deficits in BD, while this was not the case
for participants with schizophrenia, elegantly demonstrating how
measures of network organization might be a transdiagnostic
marker of socio-cognitive deficits in mental disorders.

It is generally agreed upon that brain network organization
is altered in individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD),
however, the nature of these alterations remains a topic of
ongoing debate. It seems that neural patterns of connectivity
in individuals with ASD are a complex phenotype, with studies
reporting both hyper- and hypoconnectivity [e.g., (50, 51);
for a developmental account, see (52)], as well as reduced
functional integration and segregation in networks related to
social information processing (53). A recent study comparing
functional connectivity in a complex social task across ASD,
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and a comorbid group
found distinctly altered connectivity profiles related to socio-
cognitive processing (54). More specifically, while the three
groups did not differ in terms of task performance, they did
show decreased connectivity in a key region of what the
authors term the social cognitive network (centered on the
right temporoparietal cortex). Participants with ASD showed
decreased connectivity between nodes of this network, which
the authors attribute to atypical informational transfer during
social cognition.

These studies highlight how a network-based perspective
might explain previously heterogeneous findings, or might shed
light onto underlying mechanisms associated with altered neural
processing and overall social cognitive dysfunctions. Especially
moving toward fully socially interactive experimental paradigms
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to better understand real-life social deficits will necessitate more
complex analyses of the related brain activity (55). Additionally,
network-based characteristics might serve as an additional
transdiagnostic marker of mental disorders of social cognition,
in line with the growing interest in dimensional approaches to
mental disorders [like the RDoC framework, (56)], or might offer
up new explanatory models for mental disorders (57).

THE FUTURE OF THE CONNECTED
SOCIAL BRAIN

Our understanding of the processes underlying social affect
and cognition, as well as how they are represented in the
brain has undergone a tremendous evolution. From a modular,
isolated understanding of these processes, the field has now
arrived at a more interconnected, complex view. Among others,
developments in methodology are making more advanced
analyses and representations of social brain activity accessible to
the scientific community. Overall, the field is moving from the
search of an individual “social seed” in the brain (areas specifically
dedicated to orchestrating one specific function) toward a more
large-scale investigation of how the social brain is organized.

In this review, we highlighted individual studies that showcase
how this move toward a network-based investigation of the
social brain might reshape our understanding of social affect
and cognition in terms of overall network organization (2, 13),
network configuration and interaction (18, 27), flexible network
reconfiguration (37), and disorders of the social brain (49, 54).
This approach offers promising avenues for the field of (clinical)
social neuroscience, which will allow us to gain a more holistic
understanding of how the brain represents social processing,
and social processing in itself. Analogous to the move toward
a second-person neuroscience (58), moving toward a network-
based perspective of the social brain might help sharpen our
understanding of different areas of the brain as interacting,
interconnected networks.

Beyond basic research, a move toward a network-based
understanding of the social brain could open up crucial
avenues especially in the context of clinical research, similar
to how connectome-based decoding is now used in, for
example, neurological or psychiatric research. To illustrate,
in neurological research, information about connectome-level

organization of the brain was successful in diagnosing disorders
or predicting long-term outcome (59, 60). But also in the
context of mental health, information about connectome
organization has been shown to aid diagnosis of disorders (61),
classify patient subgroups (62), and predict symptom severity
(63). Correspondingly, information about the connectome-
level representation of social affect and cognition in the brain
might help to predict alterations in interpersonal behavior
and social cognitive functioning associated with a wide range
of mental disorders. Similar to the approach of precision
medicine, adopting a perspective of “precision connectomics”
could support clinical work substantially (57).

While the classically held view of an isolated and modular
social brain paved the way for our currently held understanding
of social affect and cognition, we believe that the field is ready to
move toward a more holistic account of the social brain – in terms
of both, how we probe social affective and cognitive processing
(the employed task paradigms) and how we map their neural
representation. Adopting a network-based perspective on social
affect and cognition cannot only enhance our understanding of
the social brain itself, but also of the underlying processes, their
relationship with each other, and possible alterations in them.
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